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Abstract
To be really effective, conversational agents must integrate well with the characteristics
of the humans with whom they interact. This exploratory study focuses on a method for
integrating well-assessed methods from the field of social psychology in the design of taskoriented conversational agents in which the dialogue management module is developed
through machine learning. In particular, the aim is to achieve agents whose policies could
take into account the psychological features of the human interactants to deliver personalized and more effective messages. The paper presents the psychological study performed
and outlines the overall theoretical architecture of the software framework proposed. On the
psychosocial side, we first assessed the effectiveness of differently framed messages aimed
to reducing red meat consumption taking the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) as the psychosocial model of reference. Turning to the machine learning field, the resulting Structural
Equation Model (SEM) was first translated into a probabilistic predictor using Dynamic
Bayesian Network (DBN). In turn, such DBN became the fundamental element of a Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP) in a reinforcement learning setting.
The possibility to elicit complete interaction policies was then studied by applying Neural
Monte Carlo Tree Search (Neural MCTS) methods. The results thus obtained introduce the
possibility to develop new multidisciplinary and integrated techniques for the development
of automated dialogue managing systems.
Keywords Conversational agent · Theory of planned behavior · Psychology of
persuasion · Machine learning · Reinforcement learning · Monte carlo tree search
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1 Introduction
In everyday life, human conversations are more effective when conducted by taking into
account the specific characteristics of human beings involved. In the present study, we
hypothesized that the design of automatic conversational agents would benefit from the
contribution of social psychology, in an attempt to match the type of message being sent
and the psycho-social profile of the recipient.
A typical, automatic conversational agent has a three-stage architecture, made up of:
spoken language, written language and dialogue management (see [2]). We focused on dialogue management for task-oriented conversational agents. Currently, many Reinforcement
Learning (RL, [45]) approaches to automating conversations involve end-to-end training of
an agent from a set of recorded dialog slates (e.g. [35]). Achieving significant results in
this way, however, requires considerable efforts in both collecting sample data and training
experiments. The reinforcement learning process can be usefully improved by referring to
established models developed by social and persuasion psychology. Such integration might
accelerate the training phase and improve the quality of the dialogue achieved through the
explicit representation of subtle psychological aspects of the interaction that would be difficult to elicit through end-to-end training alone. An innovative example in this direction is the
work by [20], regarding the creation of a user-adaptive persuasive system that can be used
in different areas to change behavior, consistent with people’s needs and in the direction of
health and well-being.
Along this line, in the present study we envisaged the possibility to enhance the reinforcement learning process by harnessing social psychology models related to predicting
behavior and behavior change through recommendation messages.
As a first experimental step, we tested the effectiveness of different types of messages
aimed to induce a reduction in red meat consumption. This test was performed by analyzing
statistical data obtained through the interaction with several participating volunteers. To
carry out the analysis, we used multi-group Structural Equation Modeling (SEMs, [32]).
In the second step, the resulting SEMs was translated into a Dynamic Bayesian Network
(DBN, [19]) to obtain a probabilistic predictor trained with the same data collected during the experiments with volunteers. Such DBN formed the basis of a Partially-Observable
Markov Decision Process (POMDP, [30]). The reinforcement learning algorithm used for
finding suitable solutions of the POMDP thus obtained was a single-player version of the
neural-net based Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS, [16]) method used in the AlphaZero
approach to AI gaming [41]. In this way we elicited specific interaction policies apt to
enable a conversational agent to: a) evaluating the psychological profile of the human interactant by asking a limited number of questions; b) identifying the type of message framing
that might have the highest probability of inducing the behavior change desired.
The rest of the article is divided in two main parts. The first part describes the experimental assessment of the psychological model and the statistical model obtained. The second
part describes the overall reinforcement learning model adopted and the results obtained.

2 Psychological model
Epidemiologic studies have linked high consumption of red/processed meat with the risk
of developing various diseases, such as cancer [23] and type 2 diabetes [36]. Despite the
increasing awareness of this risk, many individuals eat a quantity of red/processed that is
much higher than what suggested by health authorities [25], namely, a maximum of three
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servings per week [3]. Reducing red/processed meat consumption would therefore be essential to promote health. However, so far there has been a remarkable lack of effective policies,
initiatives or campaigns designed to tackle the demand for red/processed meat [7]. This is
largely because campaigns aimed at convincing people to change eating habits face several
psychological barriers, such as cultural norms [8] or taste preferences [18].
Recent psychological research has investigated how to apply communicative strategies
to overcome the aforementioned psychosocial barriers and lead individuals to change their
diet [5, 6, 10, 14, 43, 46]. To be persuasive, messages aimed at the reduction of excessive
red/processed meat consumption must be formulated in a way that triggers involvement and
reduces reactance, that is, receivers’ resistance to persuasion. Some message contents can be
more effective than others in encouraging receivers to process the text as personally relevant
to them, and therefore activate a higher message involvement [34]. In turn, consistent with
the principles of the Elaboration Likelihood Model [38], eliciting message involvement may
lead individuals to behave in agreement with the recommendation presented in the message
[1, 22, 39, 48].
Previous research suggests that exposure to persuasive messages focused on the salient
outcomes of an expected behavior enhances receivers’ involvement in the message. Along
this line, previous research has shown [13] the effectiveness of messages formulated in
prefactual (i.e. “If. . . then. . . ”) terms, namely, anticipating the hypothetical consequences
of a given behavior. In that study, exposure to prefactual messages regarding the hypothetical consequences of excessive meat consumption led participants to change their attitude
towards meat intake. In turn, attitude mediated the effects of messages on meat reduction, and message effects on attitude and behavior persisted one month after the end of the
messaging intervention.
The goal of changing behavior through prefactual messages can be pursued using different message frames [17]. For example, the message can stress either the positive or the
negative outcomes of the recommended action [40]. In a positively framed message the
outcome of the action is presented with a positive valence (e.g. “If you eat well, you will
improve your health”), whereas in a negatively framed message the outcome is presented
with a negative valence (e.g. “If you eat badly, you will damage your health”). In the healthy
eating domain, prior research showed that the effects of positively and negatively framed
messages depends upon the recipient’s characteristics, such as motivational orientation and
baseline intentions [26].
Positively and negatively framed messages can be further differentiated, however [15,
21]. As regards positively framed messages, a further distinction can be made between messages describing a gain (e.g., “If you eat well, you will improve your health”) and messages
describing a non-loss (e.g. “If you eat well, you will avoid damaging your health”). Similarly, as regards negatively framed messages, a further distinction can be made between
messages describing a loss (e.g., “If you eat badly, you will damage your health”) and messages describing a non-gain (e.g., “If you eat badly, you will miss the opportunity to improve
your health”). So far, research on the effects of persuasive messages on the reduction of
red/processed meat consumption has largely ignored the distinction among these four different frames. Most research has focused on the simple gain-loss distinction, for example
by labeling the non-loss and non-gain frames as negative frames altogether (see [9] for a
review). A notable exception in the healthy eating communication domain is a study by
Dijkstra and colleagues [21], who found that gain-framed messages were more effective
than non-loss-framed messages in promoting fruit and vegetable intake.
In the present research we exposed participants to gain, non-loss, non-gain and loss messages regarding the reduction of red/processed meat consumption. We tested the effects
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on message involvement and intention to reduce red/processed meat consumption. We also
controlled for the effects of some psychosocial variables that past research has shown to
influence intention, regardless of the effect of any message frame. To do so, we referred to
the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB, [1]), according to which intention is the most proximal predictor of the execution of a behavior, and is in turn predicted by attitude towards
the behavior, subjective norm and perceived behavioral control. Attitude represents the personal evaluation, in positive or negative terms, of performing a specific behavior. Subjective
norm is the perceived social pressure in relation to performing the behavior. Finally, perceived behavioral control is the individual’s perception of the internal and external resources
possessed to perform the behavior.
Several studies confirmed that the TPB model has a strong predictive power in the case
of people’s intention to eat red/processed meat. Specifically, a positive attitude towards
reduced red/processed meat consumption is the main predictor of the intention to reduce
meat consumption [11, 12, 49], followed by perceived behavioral control and subjective
norm [27].
Starting from the above, in the present research we tested the effects of differently framed
messages (gain, non-loss, non-gain, and loss) on message involvement and intention to eat
red/processed meat, controlling for the independent effects of attitude towards reduction,
subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, and baseline intention.

2.1 The present study
Through a questionnaire, we first assessed participants’ attitude, subjective norm and perceived control behavior regarding the reduction of red/processed meat consumption. We also
assessed their baseline intention to eat red/processed meat. One week later, we randomly
assigned participants to four different conditions, in which they read a series of messages
presenting the outcomes of red/processed meat consumption in terms of gain, non-loss,
non-gain or loss. We expected that exposure to different messages would have differential effects on participants’ involvement in the message and intention towards red/processed
meat consumption. More specifically, we expected exposure to differently framed messages
to moderate the effect of message involvement on future intention to eat red/processed meat
consumption. We did not make any specific predictions about the higher or lower effect of
each type of message, however, given that this was the first attempt in the literature to analyze their differences in the case of the red/processed meat consumption. The psychosocial
hypothesized model is illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.2 Method
2.2.1 Participants
A sample of Italian citizens was invited to participate in a university study on public communication. People who agreed to participate received an email with a link to an online
questionnaire powered through Qualtrics (Time 1). One week later, participants were invited
to read eight messages on the health consequences of eating red/processed meat. They were
randomly assigned to four different conditions (gain, non-loss, non-gain, loss messages).
After reading the messages, all participants were invited to fill in a second questionnaire
(Time 2). The initial sample was made of N = 834 participants. After collecting data, we
excluded participants who followed a specific diet (e.g., veganism, vegetarianism or restrictive diets) and participants who did not fully or accurately complete both questionnaires.
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Fig. 1 The Structural Equation Model (SEM) model for the case considered

The final sample consisted of 545 participants (257 males, 288 females; mean age = 39.97,
standard deviation = 14.78).

2.2.2 Pre-test measures
At the beginning of the first questionnaire (Time 1), participants reported their age, gender
and typical diet (e.g. veganism, vegetarianism or restrictive diets). Then, they read a definition of “red/processed meat consumption” (“Red/processed meat is defined as mammalian
meat, that is red when it is raw and dark in colour when cooked. This includes beef, lamb,
pork, venison and goat and processed meat, like beef burgers, bacon, sausages etc. One
serving is roughly the same size as a deck of cards, that is, at least two servings of vegetable
per day”). After that, participants responded to a series of questions aimed at measuring the
dimensions described below.
Attitude towards a reduced red/processed meat consumption was measured using a
semantic differential scale ranging from (1) to (7) (e.g., “Eating little red/processed meat
is. . . bad – good” [11]). Higher values indicated a more positive attitude towards a reduced
red/processed meat consumption. Cronbach’s alpha was .91.
Subjective norm was assessed with six items (e.g., “Most people who are important to
me think that I should eat little red/processed meat”; [11]). Answers were given on a sevenpoint Likert scale, from (1) “strongly disagree” to (7) “strongly agree”. Higher scores
indicated a greater perceived social pressure to eat little red/processed meat. Cronbach’s
alpha was .87.
Perceived behavioural control was assessed using nine items (“If I wanted, I’d be able
to avoid eating eat red/processed meat when I am busy”; adapted from [47]). Answers
were again given on a seven-point Likert scale, from (1) “strongly disagree” to (7) “strongly
agree”. Higher scores indicated a greater control over eating little red/processed meat.
Cronbach’s alpha was 0.89.
Baseline intention to eat red/processed meat in the following month was measured using
two items on a 7-point Likert scale (e.g., “In the next month, how often do you intend to eat
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red/processed meat?”; [13]). Answers were again given on a seven-point Likert scale, from
(1) “never” to (7) “very often”. Higher values indicated higher intention to eat red/processed
meat. Correlation among the items was r = .75, p < .001.

2.2.3 Message intervention
One week after completing the first questionnaire all participants were invited to read eight
messages (approximately 14 words each) describing the health consequences of eating
red/processed meat, and formulated in prefactual terms [13]. They read different messages
according to the experimental condition. Participants in the gain message condition read
eight messages on the positive health outcomes associated to little red/processed meat consumption, such as good functioning of the bowel, arteries and stomach (e.g., “If you eat
little red meat and cold cuts, you will improve the health of your stomach”). Participants
in the non-loss message condition read eight messages informing about how eating little
red/processed meat is connected to preventing negative health outcomes (e.g., “If you eat
little red meat and cold cuts, you will avoid damaging the health of your stomach”). Participants in the non-gain message condition read eight messages emphasizing how eating
excessively red/processed meat is related to missing out positive health consequences (e.g.,
“If you eat little red meat and cold cuts, you will miss the chance to improve the health
of your stomach”). Finally, participants in the loss message condition read eight messages
about the negative health outcomes of eating too much red/processed meat (e.g., “If you eat
much red meat and cold cuts, you will damage the health of your stomach”). The full list of
messages is reported in Appendix.

2.2.4 Post-test measures
After reading the messages, participants were invited to answer to a series of questions measuring the dimensions described below (Time 2). Message involvement was measured with
six items asking participants to state how involved they were in the messages (e.g., “The
message was very interesting”; adapted from [26]). Answers were given on a 7-point Likert scale, from (1) “strongly disagree” to (7) “strongly agree”. Higher values indicated a
higher participant’s involvement in the messages. Cronbach’s alpha was .94. Future intention to eat red/processed meat was measured with the same two items employed to measure
baseline intention in the first questionnaire. Higher values indicated a higher intention to eat
red/processed meat. Correlation between the items was r = .84, p < .001.

2.2.5 Data analysis
Our analysis was aimed to evaluate whether exposure to messages framed in different ways
would lead to a different degree of involvement in the messages and, in turn, to a different
level of intention to eat red/processed meat in the future.
As a first step of our analysis, we established the adequacy of fit of our theoretical
model using a hybrid SEM, that is, a model that simultaneously includes latent variables
and a mix of path analysis and confirmatory variables [28]. This approach is a full latent
variable model consisting of measurement and structural parameters. The measurement
parameters are related to the within-construct relationships, that is, the relations among the
measured variables (such as the items of a scale) and their respective latent constructs [44].
The structural parameters regard the magnitude and direction of the relations among the
latent constructs and are employed to verify the hypothesized relationships in the tested
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model [44]. In our hybrid model the measurement model was estimated including all study
variables (attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, message involvement,
baseline intention, and future intention) and the correlation matrix served as an input to
estimate the structural coefficients between constructs and latent variables [32].
The adequacy of fit of the hybrid SEM model was estimated using a chi-square test and
recommended incremental goodness-of-fit indices: the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), the comparative fit index (CFI) and the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI). A
nonsignificant chi-square test would indicate that the model fits the data well [29]. RMSEA
value of 0.05 or less indicates a good fit and values up to 0.08 represent errors that approximate those expected in the population [29]. Finally, CFI and TLI cut-off values of at least
0.90 are generally considered to represent an acceptable fit [29].
After confirming the adequacy of fit of our hybrid SEM model, we used this model as
a base model to test the invariance of the message involvement-intention path coefficients
across groups. To do so, we applied a multi-group Structural Equation Modeling. We constrained the path from message involvement to future intention to be equal in each group,
while we left the other path coefficients (among TPB variables, baseline intention and
dependent variables) free to vary across groups. By disconfirming the equality (or invariance) of the message involvement-future intention path coefficient across the four groups,
we would have been able to establish that the diverse messages read by participants moderated the relationship between message involvement and intention to eat red/processed meat
in the future. We evaluated the null hypothesis of the equality of the effect of message
involvement on intention at Time 2 across message groups by a Wald test.

2.3 Results and discussion
2.3.1 Preliminary analyses
Table 1 reports the means and standard deviations of all measures and Table 2 shows standardized factor loadings for each item. The items generally showed reasonable variation
and were not unduly skewed. To check if randomization was successful, we used multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) on baseline intention to eat red/processed meat and
age. Results did not show any significant main effect of the message groups on baseline
intention and age (p > .37). Chi-square did not show any significant differences in gender
(p = .66) across message groups. Thus, preliminary findings confirmed that randomization
was adequate, and that the four message groups were matched on baseline intention to eat
red/processed meat.

2.3.2 Main results
The goodness-of-fit statistics for the hybrid model were acceptable. The chi-square test
was significant (χ 2 = 1744.90, df = 476, p < 0.001), but all the other indices pointed
to a good fit (RMSEA = 0.07; CF I = 0.90; T LI = 0.90). As showed in Table 2, the
parameter estimates were all significant and presented adequate values (from 0.40 to 0.95).
Given that the model fit data well, we tested whether the effect of message involvement on
intention changed across groups, controlling for the TPB variables. We did so by computing
a multi-group SEM model with message group (gain, loss, non-loss, non-gain and loss)
as the grouping variable. The overall model fit of the multi-group SEM was acceptable
(χ 2 = 3429.00, df = 2050 < 0.001; RMSEA = 0.07; CF I = .90; T LI = .90; χ 2
from gain message group = 855.68; χ 2 from non-loss message group = 827.950); χ 2 from
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Table 1 Means and standard deviations of study variables in each message condition
Gain

Non-loss

Non-gain

Loss

Messages

Messages

Messages

Messages

(N=134)

(N=136)

(N=134)

(N=141)

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Attitude Towards Reduced
Red/Processed Meat
Consumption

4.42

1.47

4.68

1.34

4.60

1.31

4.68

1.25

Subjective Norm

3.32

1.24

3.47

1.11

3.34

1.19

3.44

1.14

Perceived Behavioral Control

4.09

1.20

4.19

1.19

4.15

1.19

4.47

1.15

Red/Processed Meat

3.81

0.97

3.89

0.84

3.93

0.83

3.83

0.91

Message Involvement

3.94

1.44

4.22

1.30

4.04

1.35

3.82

1.56

3.74

0.83

3.83

0.87

3.79

0.79

3.75

0.75

Baseline Intention to Eat

Future Intention to Eat
Red/Processed Meat

non-gain message group = 895.00; χ 2 from loss message group = 904.29; and indicated that
dataset had a good model fit.
As showed by the standardized results, in the gain message group participants’ future
intention to eat red/processed meat and was strongly determined by baseline intention
(β = −0.60; p = 0.001) and reduced by message involvement (β = −0.23; p = .05). TPB
predictors did not directly explain future intention, but subjective norm predicted message
involvement (β = 0.38; p = 0.05) and mediation analyses showed that message involvement fully mediated the effects of subjective norm on future intention (I nd. = −0.09; p =
0.02). In sum, the perception of a social expectation reduced future intention to eat little
red/processed meat when participants were involved by gain messages.
In the case of the non-loss message group, participants’ intention to eat red/processed
meat was again determined by baseline intention (β = −0.51; p = 0.001) and reduced by
message involvement (β = −0.15; p = .05) . As in the case of gain messages, TPB predictors did not directly predict future intention but higher levels of positive attitude predicted
higher message involvement (β = 0.26; p = 0.001). Therefore, greater positive attitude
towards a reduced consumption increased participants’ involvement in the non-loss messages, which in turn reduced future intention to consume red/processed meat. Overall, these
findings showed that non-loss messages were a very effective intervention.
In the case of the non-gain message group, participants’ future intention to eat
red/processed meat was entirely determined by baseline intention (β = −0.70; p = 0.001)
and attitude towards reduction (β = 0.17; p = 0.001), but not reduced by message
involvement (β = −0.12; p = .13). The other TPB predictors did not directly explain
future intention. Higher message involvement was determined by higher levels of subjective norm (β = 0.20; p = 0.04), but in this group there was not a significant mediation of
subjective norm between message involvement and future intention. These findings, therefore, showed that non-gain messages were more involving when people perceived a higher
social pressure to eat little red/processed meat. However, in this case message involvement
did not reduce participants’ intention to eat red/processed meat.
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Table 2 Standardized factor loadings for study measures
Measures

Standardized
Factor Loading

Attitude
In your opinion, eating LITTLE red/processed meat is..
. . . bad – good

0.89

. . . disadvantageous – advantageous

0.88

. . . unpleasant – pleasant

0.47

. . . boring – funny

0.40

. . . negative – positive

0.92

. . . unsatisfying – satisfying

0.89

. . . unwise – wise

0.84

Subjective Norm
Most people who are important to me think that
I should eat little red/processed meat

0.50

Most people who are important to me
would approve if I ate little red/processed meat

0.51

Most people who are important to me
would prefer that I eat little red/processed meat
Most people I know eat little meat

0.63
0.74

Most people I know believe that eating
little red/processed meat is right

0.86

Most people I know would like to eat
little red/processed meat

0.85

Perceived Behavioral Control
If I wanted, I’d be able to avoid eating eat red/processed meat...
... when I am busy

0.53

... when I am at work/during university semester

0.49

... when it is inconvenient (e.g., when I do not have enough
plant-based food alternatives)

0.41

... when I go out to eat (e.g., when I eat at a restaurant)

0.60

... when I eat at the canteen or cafeteria

0.52

... when I am at home

0.85

... when I am at home

0.83

... over the summer

0.78

... during the weekend

0.85

Baseline Intention to Eat Red/Processed Meat
In the next month, how often do you intend to eat
red/processed meat?

0.88

How many portions of red/processed meat do you expect
to eat next month?

0.85

Finally, in the case of the loss message group, participants’ intention to eat red/processed
meat was again strongly determined by baseline intention (β = −0.78; p = 0.001), but
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Table 2 (continued)
Measures

Standardized
Factor Loading

Message Involvement
The messages that I read...
... got me involved in what the message had to say

0.89

... seemed relevant to me

0.86

... really made me think

0.87

. . . were thought-provoking

0.84

. . . were very interesting

0.88

... caused strong emotions in me

0.73

Future Intention to Eat Red/Processed Meat
In the next month, how often do you intend to eat
red/processed meat?

0.90

How many portions of red/processed meat do you expect
to eat next month?

0.92

was also reduced by message involvement (β = −0.24; p = .001). No TPB predictors
directly determined participants’ future intention. Both subjective norm (β = 0.20; p =
0.04) and attitude towards reducing the red/processed meat consumption (β = 0.20; p =
0.02) influenced message involvement and message involvement fully mediated the effect
of attitude on future intention to eat red/processed meat (I nd. = −0.05; p = 0.05). Overall, these results showed that the more participants had a high level of positive attitude
towards reduction and subjective norm, the more they perceived loss messages as involving.
In other words, a high positive attitude towards eating little red/processed meat determined
low future intention to eat red/processed meat only when people perceived the possible
health risks of eating a great amount of red/processed meat as involving.
After considering the links between study variables in each group, we conducted Wald
tests to compare the message involvement-future intention path coefficient among groups
with the SEM models where this path was constrained to be equal across groups. The Wald
tests were significant when comparing both non-loss with gain message group (χ 2 = 4.21,
df = 1, p < .05) and non-loss with non-gain message group (χ 2 = 4.01, df = 1, p <
.05). These findings indicated that there was a degradation in the fit of the model when
the path was constrained to be equal across these groups. Therefore, we accepted the first
unconstrained model, suggesting that groups differed significantly in the parameters tested
by the model.
The aforementioned group comparisons suggested that the persuasive process of the nonloss message was different from those of the gain and non-gain messages. In the case of
non-loss messages participants’ message involvement was greater when they had a positive
attitude towards reducing red/processed meat consumption. However, the messages were
involving and reduced the intention to consume red/processed meat even when participants
had a low positive attitude towards reducing meat consumption. This was not the case for
gain and non-gain messages. Gain messages were effective in reducing future intention only
when participants’ level of subjective norm increased message involvement. As to non-gain
messages, they reduced future intention only when message involvement was supported by
the initial attitude.
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3 Reinforcement learning
3.1 Dynamic bayesian network
In probability theory and in statistics, graphical models [37] are well-known and popular
modeling tools. Graphical models are graph descriptions of random variables and dependencies among them in a specific probabilistic model. Besides providing a structural framework
for the multi-dimensional, joint probability distribution lying behind, the added value of
graphical models resides in their clarity and easiness of visualization. Bayesian Networks
(BNs, [4]), in particular, are described by Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs), that is, oriented
graphs that do not contain cycles. In a BN, nodes represent random variables and edges
represent conditional dependencies among them.
In this study, Bayesian Networks were used to translate the SEM described in the previous section. Nonetheless, the SEM in Fig. 1 has a longitudinal temporal structure involving
Time 1 (e.g. Baseline Intention) and Time 2 (e.g. Future Intention). To cope with this, we
adopted Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs, [19]). In a DBN, each time step is represented
by a ‘slice’ of the graphical model, as shown in Fig. 2, and random variables are replicated
in each ‘slice’ whenever the same variables are expected to have different values at different time steps. The main constraint in a DBN is that all edges across subsequent slices must
be oriented towards the direction of time.
The purpose of the SEM-translating DBN in Fig. 2 was to get a predictor. More precisely,
given specific observations at Time 1 - i.e. answers to specific items - the DBN would
predict which message group had the highest probability to modify variables at Time 2 in
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Fig. 2 The Dynamic Bayesian Network obtained form the SEM shown in Fig. 1. The dashed line separates
the two slices corresponding to Time 1 and Time 2, respectively. The overall structure reflects the purpose of
the DBN: variables at Time 1 were to be assessed, while the relevant Time 2 variables were to be predicted
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the sense desired. We focused on interactions in which the conversational agent could only
make observations at Time 1, whereas the expected value of variables at Time 2 inferred
from DBN was to be used by the agent to decide which message group should be sent.
Note that, in the DBN in Fig. 2, only the two Time 2 variables relating to involvement and
intention change (see below) were mentioned, since those were relevant for assessing the
effectiveness of messages.
To ease the learning phase, the DBN was assumed to contain discrete random variables
only, ranging on a reduced scale. As described in the previous section, all answers to the
items in the questionnaire were on a scale of 7 discrete values, which yields a very large
number of combinations (for instance, 78 = 5.764.801 for the conditioning of variable
attitude t1 alone). In addition, all latent SEM variables were continuous averages in the
interval [1, 7]. We decided to aggregate numerical values in both latent and item variables
according to the following reduced scale of 3 values:
–
–
–

low, if value ∈ [1, 3);
medium, if value ∈ [3, 5];
high, if value ∈ (5, 7].

Variable delta intention t1 t2 was defined as the difference between the latent SEM variables
Baseline Intention and Future Intention. Its values were aggregated in a scale of 5:
–
–
–
–
–

high positive, if value ≤ −1;
positive, if value ∈ (−1, −0.2];
neutral, if value ∈ (−0.2, 0.2).
negative, if value ∈ [0.2, 1);
high negative, if value ≥ 1).

The utility function was defined as the weighted sum:

utility :=

2 P (delta intention t1 t2 = high positive)
+ P (delta intention t1 t2 = positive)
− P (delta intention t1 t2 = negative)
− 2 P (delta intention t1 t2 = high negative).

Once learnt, the Joint Probability Distribution (JPD) of a DBN allows answering,
through marginalization and conditionalization, any probabilistic query about the model
itself. The conditional probabilities to be learnt for the DBN in Fig. 2 were the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

P (attitude i t1), for i ∈ {1, . . . , 8};
P (subjective norm i t1), for i ∈ {1, . . . , 6};
P (perc control i t1), for i ∈ {1, . . . , 9};
P (message group);
P (attitude i t1 | attitude t1), for i ∈ {1, . . . , 8};
P (subjective norm i t1 | subjective norm t1), for i ∈ {1, . . . , 6};
P (perc control i t1 | perc control t1, for i ∈ {1, . . . , 9};
P (subjective norm t1 | message involvement t2);
P (delta intention t1 t2 |
message group,
attitude t1,
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message involvement t2,
cperc control t1).

Note that each subgraph in Fig. 2, composed by one latent variable and its corresponding
items, forms a Naı̈ve Bayesian Classifier pattern. Although this may seem in contrast with
the fact that each latent variable in the SEM is deterministically determined by the average
value of the corresponding item variables, such translation is instrumental for taming the
complexity of the DBN. For instance, the conditional probability for variable attitude t1
alone would otherwise include 38 = 6.561 subspaces, which would require an unrealistic
amount of training data.
With the above provisions, the JPD of the DBN was learnt through Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), meaning that all probabilities required were estimated as relative
frequencies in experimental data.

3.2 Partially-observable markov decision process
The method of Reinforcement Learning (RL, [45]) is based on the fundamental definition
of a Markov Decision Process (MDP, [24]). Roughly speaking, in a (discrete) MDP there
is a finite number of situations or states of a target environment with which the agent is
supposed to interact. At each time step, the agent will select an action to perform, which
will induce a state transition and produce a reward to the agent. The objective of RL is to
find an agent policy that generates, for each initial state, the sequence of actions that attains
the maximum possible cumulative reward, over a sequence of time steps.
In our specific case, due to the presence of latent variables, the agent could not be
assumed to have complete knowledge about the state of the environment, as an MDP would
require. In such situation, the agent must maintain its own estimates about the current state,
by relying on the history of past actions and observations. This entails using the MDP variant
called Partially-Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP, [30]).
With reference to the random variables in the DBN (see Fig. 2), in our case the POMDP
was defined as follows. The state space was defined as the set of the latent SEM variables
in the DBN:

S := {attitude t1, subjective norm t1,
perc control t1, message involvement t2,
delta intention t1 t2}.
The action space was defined as the set of actions that could be performed by the agent
during each stage of the interaction:

A := {ask attitude i t1}8i=1 ∪ {ask subjective norm i t1}6i=1
∪ {ask perc control i t1}9i=1 ∪ {send message group = m},
where m ∈ {gain, nongain, loss, nonloss}. The observation space is the set of possible
answers to the questions/items:
Ω := {attitude i t1}8i=1 ∪ {subjective norm i t1}6i=1
∪ {perc control i t1}9i=1 ,
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were each answer was in {low, medium, high}.
Each POMDP episode was assumed to represent a complete interaction, from question
asking to the choice of a message group to be sent. In general, in a POMDP the agent is
assumed to start from an unknown initial state s0 and to hold a belief state described by
a probability distribution over the state space. At each time instant t, the agent will be in
state st and perform an action at : in our case that could correspond to either asking an item
or sending a message group. Each agent action produces a transition to state st+1 and an
observation ot+1 . In the setting considered, observations corresponded to the answers given
by the interactant. Each incoming observation ot+1 produces a new belief state bt+1 (st+1 ),
described by the conditional probability distribution given all observations made thus far in
the episode. More formally:
bt+1 (st+1 ) := P (st+1 | ht , at , ot+1 )
where
ht := a0 , o1 , . . . , at−1 , ot 
and a0 is the first action performed by the agent. In our case, the legitimate actions that the
agent could perform were constrained by the past history, since no question/item could be
asked more than once. We also deemed the action of sending a message group as terminal,
in the sense that it led to a goal state in which the interaction episode became complete.
In our setting, the POMDP was assumed to produce delayed rewards only, in the sense
that the agent could receive a reward at the end of each interaction episode only, once a goal
state was reached. The cumulative reward function at a goal state sT was defined as
R(hT ) := utility(sT ) − c · nitem (hT )
where utility(sT ) was the utility predicted by the DBN given the observations in hT ,
nitem (hT ) was the number of questions asked during the episode and c was a constant,
expressing a cost per item. Such definition of the cumulative reward reflected the design
intention to make the agent seeking to send the message that maximizes the probability of
inducing a positive effect while trying to minimize the number of questions asked.
In the POMDP framework, the agent’s policy is defined as:
π = π(bt (st ), ht )
whereas the state-transition function describes the changes in the environment over time:
T (st+1 , st , at ) := P (st+1 | st , at ).
In our setting, the only relevant state transition was assumed to be the one caused by sending
a message group, i.e. from Time 1 to Time 2, whereas actions of question asking could only
change the agent belief state. The POMDP observation function
O(st+1 , st , at ) := P (ot+1 | ht , st , at )
was assumed to be the (marginal) DBN probability distribution over the answers to the last
asked question, given the history of past observations. As implied by the structure of the
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DBN, we assumed that the sequence in which actions were performed was irrelevant. The
expected cumulative reward, given a specific POMDP policy π , is defined as:
R := E[R(hT )]

where the expectation is taken over all possible histories hT . The overall objective in a
POMDP is finding an optimal policy
π ∗ (bt (st ), ht )

that maximizes the expected cumulative reward R. As one could guess, the critical problem
in a POMDP is finding the optimal policy π ∗ , which is the topic of the next section.

3.3 Policies from neural monte carlo tree search
Figure 3 represents the tree expansion of the space of all possible policies in the setting
described. At each step, the agent performs one action from the action space A. A deterministic policy π must select one action per each expansion step in figure. The interactant,
on the other hand, was assumed to answer at random to any question asked, according to
probability distribution O. As such, in our setting a specific policy π was represented by a
sub-tree of the full expansion in Fig. 3, in which actions were uniquely determined at each
decision point and multiple branches followed, one per each possible answer.
Considering the statistics for the expansion tree in figure, we see that at the first step, i.e.
t = 0, the agent has to select one in q + m legitimate actions, where q is the number of
items and m the number of message groups. In the POMDP considered, q = 8 + 6 + 9 = 23
and m = 4, therefore q + m = 27. Asking one question, in turn, led to k = 3 possible

Root

Acons
attitude_i_t1

subjective_norm_i_t1

perc_control_i_t1

message_groups

Observaons
low

medium

high

low

medium

high

low

medium

high

gain

nongain

loss

nonloss

Fig. 3 The POMDP policy space represented as a tree expansion. At each level, an action is performed (ovals
- i.e. either asking a question/item or sending a message group) and an observation is made (black dots) of
possible answers (square boxes). The expansion proceeds (not shown) until a goal state is reached on all
branches
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observations. At each subsequent non-terminal step t > 0, the number of legitimate actions
was q + m − t, since no item could be asked more than once. This line of reasoning leads to:
N (t) = (q − t) k N (t + 1) + m > (q − t) k N (t + 1),
where N (t) is the number of legitimate actions at level t. Expanding (q − t) k N (t + 1)
in the range t = 0, . . . , q yields q! k q , which is a lower bound for the number of action
decision points. In the case considered q! k q ≈ 1033 , which makes finding an optimal policy
impossible with any brute-force computation method.
The combination of the Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) method ([16]) and Upper
Confidence Bound mechanism (UCB, [33]) was proposed for the approximate optimization
of POMDP policies [42]. Figure 4 describes the basic mechanism in the MCTS method.
At any given time, one particular selection point is chosen (1) and one possible action is
picked, also adding the corresponding node to the ongoing expansion (2). Then a simulation is performed by playing a few rollouts (3), namely by completing episodes in the
interaction, starting from the newly-added node and selecting actions at random until a goal
state is reached and the cumulative reward R(hT ) can be computed. Rewards obtained from
multiple rollouts are averaged.
The critical aspect for the effectiveness of the MCTS method is the selection phase (1),
which is crucial for taming the combinatorial explosion of the policy space. In MCTS-UCB
[33], each selection point p is associated with a function:

Up (ap ) := Qp (ap ) + η ·

ln Np
Nap

where ap is a legitimate action, Qp is the current estimate of the (best) cumulative
reward attainable, Np ≥ 1 is the number of times the node has been selected and Nap is
number of times action ap has been selected. During the selection phase (1) the node to
be expanded is chosen from the root by selecting the action ap having the largest value of

Fig. 4 Main steps in the iterative MCTS method
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Up . After the selection is completed and rollouts are performed, all counters and estimates
are updated. This selection function aims to balance the exploitation of current estimates
Qp with the exploration of alternatives, by adding an extra confidence factor that decreases
exponentially with the counter Nap .
The early experiments performed with MCTS-UCB were not particularly successful with
the POMDP discussed here. The reason was that the MCTS-UCB method still requires
an expansion, albeit limited, of the policy space. As it happened in our case, such expansion would grow to an unmanageable size even when the agent was constrained to ask no
more than 5-6 questions per episode. Worse yet, unless goal states were reached on all
best branches, any intermediate results produced by the MCTS-UCB method were unusable since they did not represent a fully-specified policy π . An alternative method could
have been adopting online MCTS-UCB variant, as proposed in [42] and [31], in which a
local MCTS-UCB search is performed at each decision point, to select the most promising
action. However, such choice would have produced a non-deterministic policy, in that each
action selection would have depended on a random search procedure.
The Deep Neural Network (DNN) variant of MCTS proposed in [41], on the other hand,
proved to be particularly effective for the offline approximate optimization of the POMDP
policy in point. In practice, we created a problem-specific, single-player version of the Neural MCTS method in [41]. Reportedly, the latter method had achieved a spectacular success
in the realm of two-players, zero-sum adversarial games like go, chess and shogi.
In our experiments, online MCTS-UCB search was used for training a DNN whose
purpose was keeping a concise and persistent evaluation function of the alternative action
options and their expected results. The actual policy π , in fact, was extracted from the DNN
alone, after completing the training process: by selecting at each step the action having the
highest DNN-estimated probability of effectiveness, we could elicit a deterministic, offline
policy π . More in detail, the search process was organized into episodes, i.e. full interactions
until a goal state was reached. In each episode, local MCTS-UCB searches were performed
at each decision point by keeping the same MCTS-UCB tree along the entire episode and
computing the cumulative reward when reaching the goal state. Then, after each episode,
the MCTS-UCB tree was restarted anew. Collected episode histories hT plus the cumulative rewards R(hT ) were used to train the DNN. The objective was obtaining an effective
estimator of the value Q(ht , at ) of the cumulative reward of the episode, were ht is past
history and at is a legitimate action, together with the probability distribution P (at | ht )
of the best rewarding action. As suggested in [41], the following function was used for the
local MCTS-UCB search:

Up (ap ) := Qp (ap ) + η · P (ap | hp ) ·


Np
Nap

Figure 5 shows approximated optimal policies π̃ ∗ , in the form of tree expansions,
obtained with the Neural MCTS method described. In between the root node, corresponding to the initial state, and the leaves, i.e.the goal states of each tree, intermediate nodes
correspond to the observation made (i.e. the answer by the interactant) after an action of
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Fig. 5 Four approximately-optimal policies π̃ ∗ obtained with the proposed Neural MCTS method, with a
maximum of 1, 2, 3 and 4 questions asked, respectively. Nuances of green (vs. red) correspond to positive
(vs. negative) utility values attained at goal states

question-asking is performed. Note that all triplets of intermediate nodes having the same
parent correspond to the same item. Leaf nodes represent the messages group being sent and
the utility value attained: positive values lean to the green color while negative ones lean to
the red.
Each tree in figure describes a complete, deterministic policy π obtained with the method
described. The four trees were obtained by constraining the agents to ask no more than 1,
2, 3 and 4 questions, respectively. The effectiveness of policies obtained was measured in
terms of average utility, computed by the following weighted sum over the goal states:
utilityavg :=


s ∈ goal

utility(s) ·

1
3Nask (s)

where Nask (s) is the number of items asked to reach the goal and 3 is the number of possible answers. As it can be seen, the green color dominates and in fact all four policies
attained positive average utility. The four actual values were 0.057, 0.105, 0.119 and 0.141,
respectively. These figures also show that, by allowing the agent to ask more question, the
precision of the profiling hence the effectiveness of message selection could be improved.
This trend was confirmed by experiments made with looser constraints. The experiments
made also demonstrated that the Neural MCTS method could handle the approximate optimization of policies of virtually any length, within the setting described, given sufficient
time and computational power.
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4 Conclusions
In this pivotal work we explored the possibility of integrating the models and skills of social
psychology and machine learning to develop communication strategies useful for reducing
the consumption of red/processed meat. We developed a pilot model to create a dialogue
manager capable of making a fast profiling of the receivers and selecting the potentially
most persuasive messages according to the receivers’ profile. Our results, although still to be
considered preliminary given the novelty of the area, advance our knowledge both in terms
of persuasive communication and in terms of reinforcement learning enriched by expert
psychological knowledge.
With regard to persuasive communication, in this study we were able to assess that messages framed in terms of gain, non-loss, non-gain and loss are differentially persuasive in
inducing people to reduce their consumption of red and processed meat. Non-loss-framed
messages, which inform about the possibility to avoid negative consequences by reducing
meat consumption, turned out to be the most effective messages, apt to involve and persuade the majority of receivers, independent on their prior beliefs. The effectiveness of
gain- and non-gain-framed messages was instead more related to receivers’ psychosocial
characteristics. Gain-framed messages were more likely to persuade receivers when they
perceived a social expectation to change their eating habit. In turn non-gain-framed messages (related to the possibility of missing out some gains with a negative behaviour)
were more likely to persuade receivers when they had a prior positive attitude towards
reducing red meat consumption. Finally, loss-framed messages were the least persuasive messages and convinced only receivers who were involved by them. These results
add to previous research showing that the effectiveness of persuasive messages on
meat intake depends on the way messages are framed and on receivers’ prior beliefs
(e.g.[26, 46]).
From the perspective of reinforcement learning, we assessed the feasibility of a method
that could harness the statistical model deriving from psychosocial experiments to elicit
effective dialogue management policies. According to the model-translating probabilistic predictor, policies obtained with our method show that profiling interactions aiming
to the selection of the most effective messages could lead to improved persuasion effectiveness. With the metrics adopted, we also observed a consistent trend whereby allowing
more questions to be asked led to increasing average utility. Nonetheless, even when the
dialogue was constrained to a very limited number of exchanges, the lead of the psychological model could produce more persuasive interaction policies. Finally, while our policy
optimization method required highly-sophisticated techniques, involving deep neural networks and Monte Carlo tree search, the policies obtained were deterministic and with a
tree-like structure, hence could be implemented in a conversational agent using current
technologies.
Overall, the results presented here support the idea that the integration between psychosocial research on the one hand and machine learning on the other could lead to the
development of newer and more sophisticated techniques of digital interaction based on
personalised and adaptive exchanges. In perspective, such techniques could foster the realization of more humanized automated conversational agents devoted to promoting healthier
habits by taking into better account individual differences in terms of motivation and
capacity.
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Appendix: Persuasive messages
Gain
Messages

Non-loss
Messages

Non-gain
Messages

Loss
Messages

If you eat little red
meat and cold cuts,
you will improve the
health of your stomach.

If you eat little red
meat and and cold
cuts, you will avoid
damaging the health
of your stomach.

If you eat much red
meat and and cold
cuts, you will damage the health of
your stomach.

If you eat little red
meat and cold cuts,
you will improve the
functioning of your
bowel.

If you eat little
red meat and and
cold cuts, you will
avoid damaging the
functioning of your
bowel.

If you eat little red
meat and cold cuts,
you will improve
the functionality of
your heart.

If you eat little red
meat and and cold
cuts , you will avoid
damaging the functionality of your
heart.

If you eat little red
meat and cold cuts,
you will improve the
proper functioning
of your arteries.

If you eat little red
meat and and cold
cuts, you will avoid
increasing the malfunctioning of your
arteries.

If you eat little red
meat and cold cuts,
you will enhance
the functionality of
your kidneys.

If you eat little red
meat and and cold
cuts, you will avoid
straining the functionality of your
kidneys.
If you eat little red
meat and and cold
cuts, you will avoid
damaging the health
of your lungs.

If you eat much
red meat and and
cold cuts, you will
miss the chance to
improve the health
of your stomach.
If you eat much
red meat and and
cold cuts, you will
miss the opportunity to improve the
functioning of your
bowel.
If you eat much
red meat and and
cold cuts, you will
miss the chance to
improve the functioning of your
heart.
If you eat much red
meat and and cold
cuts, you will miss
the opportunity to
improve the proper
functioning of your
arteries.
If you eat much
red meat and and
cold cuts, you will
miss the chance to
enhance the functionality of kidneys.
If you eat much red
meat and and cold
cuts, you will miss
the opportunity to
enhance the health
of your lungs.

If you eat little red
meat and cold cuts,
you will enhance
the health of your
lungs.

If you eat much red
meat and and cold
cuts, you will damage the functioning
of your bowel.

If you eat much red
meat and and cold
cuts, you will damage the functionality of your heart.

If you eat much
red meat and and
cold cuts, you will
increase the malfunctioning of your
arteries.
If you eat much red
meat and and cold
cuts, you will strain
the functionality of
your kidneys.
If you eat much red
meat and and cold
cuts, you will damage the health of
your lungs.
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If you eat little red
meat and cold cuts,
you will enhance
the health of your
pancreas.

If you eat little red
meat and and cold
cuts, you will avoid
damaging the health
of your pancreas.

If you eat little red
meat and cold cuts,
you will improve the
chance of having an
optimal blood pressure.

If you eat little
red meat and and
cold
cuts,
you
will decrease the
chance of having
hypertension.

If you eat much
red meat and and
cold cuts, you will
miss the chance to
enhance the health
of your pancreas.
If you eat much
red meat and and
cold cuts, you will
miss the chance of
having an optimal
blood pressure.

If you eat much red
meat and and cold
cuts, you will damage the health of
your pancreas.
If you eat much
red meat and and
cold cuts, you will
increase the chance
of having hypertension.
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